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CAN ANY READER COME TO MR. E. R. G.’s RESCUE?

Mr. E. R. G., of Liverpool, writes to the Editor: “Can you possiblyprocure

for me another copyofthe Spring 1938 issue of the RecoRDER? I lent my copy to

persons 1, 2 and 3. Nos. x and 2—stout fellows—returnedit to me. No. 3 lost it.

T have given him weeks in which to search for it but now he comes alongwith the

© last word on the subjec—itsimplycannot be found. It would be a shame to spoil the

run for I have them completefrom Vol. XXXVII to date and treasure them very

much. I know so well that the demand for copiesis tremendous and that those who

are privilegedto receive them should take care of them . . . but my intentions were

goodwhen I lent this copy!”

UnfortunatelyVol. XXXVIL—No. 1, Spring 1938, was one of our most

popularnumbers, and our last remaining separate copy went several months

ago. We hate to disappointsuch an appreciative reader, so we hope E.R. G’s

plea will catch the eye of someone who still has that number, and would

part with it.
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A Stop Pin (lower left) rises to check the forward thrust of the MATRIX-CASE along the grooves of its frame.

The sideways thrust of the matrix-case and carrying frame is simultaneously stopped by another pin in a second

block set at right angles (not visible here). Each pin corresponds to a perforation in the RIBBON. [A new photo-

graph that will appear in the forthcoming ‘PICTURE BOOK OF ‘MONOTYPE’ MACHINES”’, enlarged edition,

plastoic-bound, 6d.]



“MONOTYPE” MACHINES

IN THE LIMELIGHT

For some reason, of which we confess ourselves ignorant, the World at Large
seems to be taking an amazing interest this year in “Monotype” machines.

Amazing it is, to any right-minded Master Printer, that an instrument so

commonplacein the twentieth century composing room should have appeared
within one month, in full colours on the front cover of a popular-science
monthly, in diagram as a Modern Marvel in another well-known national

monthly, and in that pictorial pageant with which the triumphant Picture Post

told its 1,250,000 readers how its pages were set and printed. Amazing (saysthe

hard-headed printer) that each of these nation-wide portrayals of an un-

doubtedly interesting-lookingmechanism should have been accompaniedby
careful descriptionsof “how it works”... can it be that the Layman really
wants to know? Most amazing of all, says the Poor Printer (the title is one he

invented for himself), the fact that nobody paid anybody a farthing to shovel

facts about Perforated Ribbons, Matrix Cases, etc., upon the Common Reader!

Picture Post took its own photograph, of course, of one of its printer’s own

machines, and described the composing processes with perfectsang-froid,with-

out even consulting the manufacturers. One of the three greatest (if not the

greatest)industrial House Organ of Great Britain, the famous I.C.I. Monthly,
similarly took the Monotype Corporation by surprise
with a brilliant article on Type History in which a certain MARVELSOF THEMONOTYPE”MACHIN

machine was thrust into the limelight as having done NEWNES

great thingsfor the current historyof the subject.It would

take too long to itemize all the other first-rate, and wholly
spontaneous, articles on “Monotype” machines and faces

which have reached us this winter through various general
and “house” journals, though a word must be said for the

latest number of LysaghtReview because of the excellence
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of the half-tones and crisp captions of the illus-
trated feature, “Reproducing Words in Metal”.

The motion pictures have done their part too.

Everyone remembers Cover to Cover,* the film

* Mr. Stanley Unwin, in the Listener of March 16th, used “stills”
from this famous National Book Council film as illustrations to a

wise and readable article on “How a Book is Made’’—an article
which will have reminded thousands of readers how much beside
clever “‘layout’’ must go to the making of even the cheapest well-

produced book.

First process of making a book: composing on a “Monotype” machine.
From thefilm “Cover to Cover’? made by the National Book Council

“THE LISTENER”

of the Book Trade, which spent some time on

the Composition of a Book. Even if the magazine
Typographydid describe the composing machine
concerned as a “teletypesetter”,nobody minded

—it was nobody’s paid publicity stunt. Perhaps
that Rotha film helped other producers to see

the pictorial value of “Monotype”keyboardsand
casters. The latest “documentary”film we have
seen is that called The Accountant Goes to Press,
and two of the best sequences in a consistently
interestingfilm-narrativeare that in which the

Justifyingcylinderof a “Monotype”Seyhoad
rule are seen legis at ctadiblesteelout of a

Super Caster and being trimmed to even lengths.

GLAMOROUS TO LAYFOLK..

It is all a great, great comfort to our well-

meaning but somewhat absent-minded Publicity
Department. To see, walking up hill to Fetter

Lane, pages of pricelessand (in most instances)
unpurchasable Editorial Renown, is even more

satisfactory than to have a Public Relations
Counsel. And to the user of “Monotype”

machines such trumpetings by layfolk also come

as pleasant reading. .. and all unseen,

Romance broughtup the 8.15”, said Kipling.There
must be a few business men in the printingin-

dustry whose wistful glancesback to the “Age
of Caxton and Craftmanship” were intercepted
by the sight of some youngster poring over a

copy of Modern Wonder and learning how a

“Monotype” mould worked. Glamour will live

Part of a page from the special Christmas number of and the pages being prepared for the
the popular Picture Post illustrating the article “How cylinders of the photogravure presses show-

Picture Post is Produced.” This article was written ing how the pages are laid down on glass-
in response to numerous requests for the inner story covered tables. The caption to the second

of the preparation and production of this journal. _ illustration reads“Tappingout the Wording:
The page here illustrated takes up the pictorial Written matter goes to the ‘Monotype’

story at the point where the copy and illustra- machines, which look like very big type-
tions are decided upon. On this page are seen

the layout of two facing pages; tapping out

the copy on a “Monotype” keyboard; type
matter being made up on the stone; photo-
graphs being reproduced on. sensitive

paper to produce a paper negative; re-

touchers at work on the transparencies
of gelatine to make the photographs
sharp enough to reproduce clearly;

4

writers—but the result is to produce rows

of metal type instead of printed letters’.

The article gives, in the text, a description
of the working of a “Monotype” keyboard
and caster and describes how matter sct on

“Monotype” machines is used for making
the composite photographic page for the

photogravure printing cylinders.
Picture Post is set in Plantin 110.
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“MONOTYPE MACHINES IN THE LIMELIGHT

on in the Printing Craft so long as the ink reeks and words

multiply themselves ad infinitum:and even where a “Monotype”
keyboardis as familiar as a typewriter (and as much a symbol or

its century), the technician can find a certain refreshment in

borrowing the layman’sgogeling eyes long enough to see the

machine as if for the first time. It is a remarkable thing that while

everyone is off in another corner of the room, printing types
should be cast individually and form themselves into lines. It is

perfectlyincredible (until one knows the answers)that the word-

space one sees being cast should be just preciselyas thick as each

word-space in that particularline needs to be, to drive out the

line to the right measure. It is fantastic that the process of casting
a type (which takes so long to explain in detail) can take placein

as little time as a quarter of a second; it is almost as extraordinary
in another way that engincers of the twentieth, or design-con-
scious, century, should have been able to confound the pre-war

Artisticals who thought that beauty in typography—particularly
as regards normal kerns—would be the price to be paid for

mechanical speedand cheapness.

. BUT EVEN MORE TO TECHNICIANS!

But let us not imply, even in jest, that the printers have some-

thing to learn from the generalpublicwhen it comes to realizing
the “marvel” that is inherent in a “Monotype” caster and key-
board. Let us rather turn from the elementarywrite-ups in words

of few syllables,to consider what may beastill more significant
phenomenon, one having to do with the Trade Itself.

The Midlands Monotype Users’ Association thought up the

idea. And the more you consider it, the more excitinglysignificant
does that idea become.

Hailing it as the “Mystery Machine of

Industry”, Modern Wonder devoted a

whole page to the task of unravelling,
for the benefit of its readers, the

mysteries of “Monotype” machines.

The result was a detailed yet compact
story, told in a simple style, that ex-

emplified each point with appropriate
diagram or picture. The reader is shown

how the keyboard makes “a message
in code’, and how this message is sub-

sequently “decoded” by the caster. A

“Monotype” caster (says the caption at

the foot of the page) consists of me-

chanisms for (1) bringing the matrices

exactly over the opening in the mould;

(2) for clamping the matrix to the

mould; (3) for opening the mould to

the exact width required for the par-
ticular letter; (4) to pour liquid metal

into the mould; (5) for receiving the

type from the mould after it is cast;

(6) to carry the separate types once by
one as they are cast until the line is

finished; (7) to carry the complete line

to a galley; (8) for unwinding the

ribbon, step by step, to control the

movement of the matrix-case; (9) to

cause spaces to be cast of varying thick-

ness so that the completed lines are

always of the same length.
The page was set in “Monotype” Gill Sans
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“STILL”? FROM ‘‘THE ACCOUNTANT GOES TO PRESS”

This well-composed film was shown to a

select audience at the London office of

Messrs. Gee & Co. (Publishers) Ltd., on

March 3rd, and was accompanied by a

lecture by Mr. Derek du Pré, Assistant

Editor of The Accountant.

A clear account of the general principles of

a ‘“‘Monotype”’ machine was illustrated by a

number of interesting sequences. The care-

ful timing of all operations, editorial and

mechanical, was revealed by the film, and

such advantages to a famous journal as good
proof-reading and clear letterpress were

given their share of attention.



RECORDER

Think first, if you will, of what had to happen in

Trade in between 1815, when Printing was a

icraft describable in terms of hand-made paper,
st type and hand presses, and 1899, when

ositors’ had to be distinguished as “case

and hand-pressmenwere relegated to “proof
. Ir was a hard, bitter epoch in which privilege
either fought for or lost; midway of it we hear

Charles Dickens’s voice raised on behalf of the un-

happy victims of an industry that was trying to fly
with one wing; with mechanized presses being fed

by feverish handicraftsmen at the cases. Man against
Master, the Rights of Man were wrangled out, with

the ancient Apprenticing system  buttressing the

craft against disintegration. The Master becoming
the Employer; the skilled craftsman learning to value

his sheer weight of numbers even higher than his

individual skill, and being forced into callinghimself

an Employee because the word Artist had been pre-

empted by the salon-lapdogswho paintedon canvas!

Say that all that breaking-down and “facing the

stern facts’ and general iron-izing of life was more

or less characteristic of the true Machine Age, the

Bach swift tap of the key perforates the ribbon nineteenth century. What then can we choose to

and when this ribbon is transferred to— show that that epochhas closed and that a new spirit
the Caster, it ca is animating and drawingtogetherthe well regulated

.

printing industry?Let us turn back to the Conference

at Birmingham.

-c

A NEW KIND OF CONFERENCE

Those Master Printers of the Midlands looked

at Birmingham and its district and saw hundreds

of modern printing offices. Not simplyhundreds

of employing printers, but a constellation of

living units called offices.The word “officina’’ is

one of the oldest terms in the ancient craft, and

it has never yet referred merely to the “front

office”!
In those offices, the Association could see (with

the perceptive eye of the genuine Master rather

than the mere “Employer”) hundreds of men

whose pride was in their skill at the operation of

a particularly modern and responsive machine.

They could see the work of the World translating
itself there every day into new problems of

tabular setting (the World wants its facts neatly
laid out!) or the saving of casting revolutions

(salescataloguesmust hurry after the fashions)
or other challengesthat are fun enoughwhen one

has a perfectly responsive mechanical slave with



“MONOTYPE MACHINES IN THE LIMELIGHT

some new trick always up its sleeve.

So invitations went out, and on a Friday
evening, at the end of a busy week of days, more

than two hundred “Monotype” machine en-

thusiasts turned up to pick each other’s brains

and indulge in a little shop-talk.*
Mr. C. N. Fellows of The Monotype Cor-

poration Limited delivered an address. Mr.

Fellows has perhaps met and spoken with more

of the august and celebrated personages of this

country than any other keyboard operator, but

he wasted no time on reminiscences of his work

at National. Exhibitions. He had to start off the

discussion by bringing every hearer up-to-date
on technical improvements to the machine—and

there have been many since the shorter working
week first loomed ahead and called for an in-

crease of output p.h. Then he was able to go on

and prove in the rest of his speech that after all

the Younger Generation is not simply “taking
for granted” what was a tremendous venture in

the early 1900's. His unforced enthusiasm, as of

an explorer who still sees blank spaccs on the

map, drew together what might have been two

separate factions of the audience—those who

remembered the old days,and those who did not.

VEHEMENT SHOP-TALK

And then the questions broke forth, one after

another covering this and that and the other facet

of “Monotype” machine operation and main-

tenance. Each speaker seemed to know how to

make a positive contribution to a symposium by
fellow-experts,fellow enthusiasts. No time was

wasted in such elementary queries as can be

answered by the man in the next seat—“Why
did this or that go wrong?” “What didn’t we do

right?” Suggestions were put forward and tested

by the general reaction; new functions were

touched upon; 23 experts were able to make

distinct contributions before the hands of the

clock had gone too far beyondclosingtime. The

“biscuit and cup of tea” of the interval was not

the particular “refreshment” for which these

keen guests had turned up; it was the talk, the

endless and vehement shop-talkof every “Mono-

type” machine addict, that made the evening
seem worth while in prospect, and doubly so in

* A report of this conference is given on p. 13.

Correcting a price figure is casy and safe when

single “Monotype” type is used...

And such is the economy of production that the

printer can afford to melt down his used type:
no need to distribute it in with less worn letters.
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retrospect, when an unprecedented experiment
had turned into a wonderfully successful prece-
dent for other similar ‘‘conferences’’.

The fact is that “Monotype” machine opera-
tion can come as near to being a hobby as can any
livelihood that offers endless challengesto the

technically-curiousmind. We shall never forget
Mr. Leonard Hacking’s expressed hope that

somewhere beyond the Pearly Gates he would

find the opportunity to sit down at a new

“Monotype” keyboard and really discover its

limits (if any) of technical ingenuity. Every
operator who has once risen from the simplicities
of straight matter to the higher flights of tabular

setting, box-headings, etc., will recognize the

sincerity behind the jest. And now that an oper-
ator has spontaneouslyput forward the idea of a

sort of Hobby Club for technical explorers of the

keyboard and caster (seep. 28) we should not be

at all surprisedif the idea spread.Judging from
the number of applicants for the “refresher

courses” offered at the Monotype School in

Fetter Lane, there would be no difficulty in

securing members for a purely technical-social

club of this order.

The executive printer’sinterest in technique is

more dispassionate,but finds its own spontaneous
expression. We ‘have mentioned the Midland

Members of the London and District

Printers’ Managers and Overseers

Association at the Demonstration

Rooms of The Monotype Corpor-
ation Ltd. on February 14th last.

The company included Messrs. N.

S. Martin (Gee & Co.), A. E. Caller

(Hanbury Tomsett & Co., Ltd.), A.S.

Rose, E. Boddy (C. & E, Layton), W.

H. Connah (John Bale Sons &Curnow,
Ltd.), E. C. Reader (Wi. Heinemann,
Ltd., Vice-PrestpENT), Walter H.

Anset, B. F. Thom (National Child-
ren’s Home, Harpenden), L. M. Neull

and W. Whattler (Temple Press, Ltd.),
J. C. Turner (Loxley Bros.), J. H.

Fisher and H. Blogg (Spottiswoode,
Ballantyne & Co.), H. W. Gwinnell

(Straker Bros.), T. G. Caine (London
Caledonian Press), B. B. Simpson
(‘The Contract Journal” Co., Ltd.,
Secretary), P. T. Cook (G. A. La

Riviere), A. Turley (EdinburghPress),
E. Hart (N.A.A.F.I.), J. H. Ayett
(Samson Clark),J. A. Skinner (F. W.

Ball &Co., Ltd.), G. C. Cook (Coates
Bros. & Co.), T. S. Greader (Hunt,
Barnard & Co., Ltd.), H. Y. G. Sum-

merfield (Gladding & Frost, Ltd.).

Monotype Users Association’s progressive acti-

vity; we may also refer to the success of the
Annual Luncheon given at the Connaught
Rooms this winter by the Monotype Corpora-
tion to its customers in London and the Home

Counties, as a prelude to the Annual Meeting of
the London and Home Counties M.U.A. Non-

member guests remained, by invitation of the

Association, to join in the interested discussion on

technical developments which followed the
official business. We reproduce a photograph of
the unusuallylarge gathering on this occasion.

We also include a pictorial souvenir of the
recent visit of the London and District Printers’

Managers and Overseers Association to the
Demonstration Rooms of The Monotype Cor-

poration where a double row of casters could be
seen at work, each on “something new”.

One caster was delivering justified lines of pointed
Hebrew on to a specialgalleydevised for that right-to-left-
reading language;* another was showing how the new

Quadding and Centring Attachment now permits two

automatic centrings within the total measure; another was

delivering a catalogue setting in a combination of Gill

* Device ,

:

for setting
Hebrew
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‘A symbolof twentieth-century efficiency—these hundreds
of glittering keys. Note “universal” arrar

for reducing fatigue at high speed.
of letters

You can see the newly-cast type marching out to

set a modern Railway Time-Table in Gill Sans.

262-275 with 3-line price figures from the same matrix-

case and so on down the line. Galley-racksin interesting
composition, and glistening cases of Super Caster and

other products, attracted admiring comment from the

visitors.

HEALTHY CURIOSITY

These are details and instances, within and without the

Craft, ofa general intensification of interest in a particularly
modern composing machine. This in turn seems to be part
of a still more general stir of interest, which certainly
cannot be dismissed as “machine-worship”.People who

have stoppedworrying about the existence of machines (as
they once had to stop worrying over the supersession of

flint knives by metal ones*) are likely to look with calm

but naturally curious eyes upon every latest extension of
human skill throughhuman ingenuity in the field of mechanical

invention, They can afford to be healthily curious; it has

never occurred to them to think of a machine as a

“mystery” threateningmen’s livelihoods. They can afford

to perceive the differences between one type of machine

and another, and correlate them as every typographerdoes,
with different types of human ambition. Frankenstein and

his metal Monster were thought of a century ago, when

there really was machine-worship, Human Sacrifices and

all. To-day we call up every machine that can serve as

defender of the common cause.

The man who used to demand “fine” printing, all done

lovinglyby hand, has scen in the past few years such attacks

upon the Liberty of the Press as remind Englishmen of the

Star Chamber days of the seventeenth century. He has re-

called, with a start, what the term “private press’ meant

here in those days—andwhat happened to the arts of letter-

cutting and printing when the artisans concerned lost heart

under the shadow of Censorship. Such a man has seen how

desperatelyhard it is for Cold Print to hold its own against
Hot “Air”. Is he likely to remain incurious about such

matters as “ens per hour’’? Do technicalities about “single-
type correction” mean nothing to those who realize what

the Proofreader symbolizesin the modern world?

TECHNICALITIES V. “PRICE-FIGHTING”

The printers know the answer. They know it most

surely, perhaps,during that moment of “rebound” from

the depressing effect of conversation with an Ugly Cus-

tomer—the man to whom aprinter is little more than a

tradesman to be kept waiting for his order and to be told

his price. Many a master printer has come back from a

“price-fighting” interview on leaden feet. That is the

moment when a spontaneous “thank you” from a decent

customer can do the most good; when the knowledge that

interested laymen are “learning about typography” can

* And that must have worried them. Sacrificial knives remained
flint knives, and the iron horseshoe is still a protective charm

against the spirits for whose sake the flint knives were fleshed.
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come as reassuring news. For it means that with modern

equipment and desirable type faces there will be no need

to have any further dealingswith the Uglier Customers.

True, the Handsomer Substitutes will utter a certain

amount of nonsense as a result of studying a complicated
technique without thorough grounding. But it will be the

sort of nonsense that an intelligent expert can handle and

reply to—not the poisonous sort of nonsense that a really
determined price-fighterresorts to when he imagines he is

dealing with a spiritlessprice-cutter.
So it can do no harm, it can only do good, to let the

laymen hear what sort of a machine it is that spellsout

metal types in such an uncanny way. The Picture Book of
“Monotype”Machines isnow being revised for its third large
edition—made necessary by the desire of so many printers
to satisfy the very curiosity that this article refers to. This

time the accompanying text will give some readable details

that will at least make the operations seem credible, and not

simply those of Magic. A generation to whom publishers
could not sell fairy-taleshas grown up with its own ideas

of what is exciting and interesting. It wants to see the

Wheels go Round.

And the printing craftsmen of that generation, whose

skill is concerned with makingthe Wheels go Round, have

grown up ina printing epoch in which the mere wrenching
transition from Hand to Machine had given way to con-

fident exploration, and steady mechanical development.
Iv is true enough that intelligentoperators tend to “mother”

their machines, and to feel upset when some new device or

attachment is not quickly installed by a conservative master

printer. But there it is: though Skill has its money wage,
Pride-in-Skill exacts a nobler recognition. The arguments

may safelyrage, so long as technical knowledge on the one

hand, and knowledge of markets on the other, each com-

mands the respect it deserves.

Keyboards at the Kynoch Press—one of the illustrations to a

brilliant article on “Type” by Michael Clapham in the January
L.C.1. Magazine—now re-styled in “Monotype” Times 327.

IN THE LIMELIGHT

He is showing you a 72-pt. matrix and the mould in

which these giant types were cast on a Super Caster.

Betow: all-metal furniture and block-mounting material

make this a twentieth-century forme of type.



IT ADDED UP TO

Ip you were a Tea Planter in India, how would you react to

the news that you had inherited the ownershipof a very small

SUCCESS
A “ONE MAN AND A BOY” SHOP:

THE SECRET OF SUCCESS IN A FEW

YEARS HAD “ADDED UP” TO Aand impoverished little printing shopin a not very large town

in England? Would you go on with your own job—or do
what Mr. X did, and joyfully accept the challenge?

Mr. Xsailed for England, taking stock of his special
assets as a future Master Printer. Financial asscts—none

to speak of. Technical knowledge—nothingto boast
about. Understandingofhuman nature, and a teal respect
for the good in human nature—ample,for the great
need there was to be. And, to make the best of those

Primary Assets, confidence and ambition.
It would have made any heart sink to enter that

little office for the first time. A clankingold platen; a

few cases of the sort of type that belongs in a museum;

one man and a boy to do the work, and a dwindling
list of querulous,price-wrangling Old Customers. No

new customers—not for some time past...
The “rescue” had come in the very nick of time,

and Mr. X might very well have lost his sense of per-
spective and his first brave ambitions during the
anxious days of personal calls for such business as the

shop could handle . . . of facing up to the price-
wranglers . . . of watching the “back-door” semi-

amateur printers take away all those nice little letter-
head and programme jobs that had formerly kept the
firm going.

Honour to Mr. X, then, for nailing his flag to the

mast, and remembering every ambition whole. That

vision enabled him to select his craftsmen with the

true master’s eye—a respectfuleye for genuine crafts-

manly ambition and interest in the job. Mr. X was

daring to plan ahead.

“So,” says the cynic at this point,“Mr. X soon came

to the end of his tether.” Well, every tether has two

ends. Mr. X was going forward—outof debt and into

some very promising markets—when he found that he

was tethered at a given limit-of-success. Until he could

instal a composing machine, he would have to keep
“strainingat the Icash” while all the best orders passed
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byjust out of profitable reach.

Yet he could see only a doubtful onc-

and-a-half days a week of work for a

“Monotype” composing machine. He had

set his ambition on that machine, because,

having fretted at his lack of ability to handle

this-and-that job, he wanted to be free from

any such frets for the rest of his career.

So the keyboard and caster went in...

and at this point it ought to be mentioned

that the body face acquired with the

machine was not Old Style No. 2 nor was

it Modern No. 1. It was that Distinguished
Character, Series 169 and its related bold—

“Monotype” Baskerville. No wonder the

customers saw even more than the improve-
ment of “new type for every job”. They
saw definitelyhandsome pages . . . and they
talked generously about them. And the

display casting attachment gave them a

range of exciting new publicity faccs to

talk about.

Within a year the “doubtful 14 days”
had become 5} days a week. Now, a few

years later, Mr. X is strugglingwith over-

time because he must not put in his second

caster until his trebly-expanded machine

room is ready.
Mr. X is a real printer; a few readers of

this journal will be able to identify him

from the details we have given. We think

he would have made a success of Tea

Planting, too. Because he now employs 15

Englishmen, we are glad that he came home

to that moribund office when he did.



THE BIRMINGHAM CONFERENCE

Few could have prophesied the stimulating success

which crowned a recent experiment made by the
owners and operators of “Monotype” machines in

the Midland Counties.

It consisted of holding a Conference of “Mono-

type” keyboard and caster operators as guests of The

Monotype Users’ Association for the Midland
Counties of England, on Friday evening, March roth.
No fewer than 200 guests arrived at the Café in

Birmingham which was the scene of the gathering;
and from the very beginning all doubts were dis-

pelled as to the likelihood of getting busy men to

foregather at the end of a busy week to talk shop.
The object of the Conference was crisply set for-

ward by Mr. F. Russell Baylis, Chairman of the
National Committee of Monotype Users, who, in an

informal speech of welcome said “We are not here

merely to listen to a lecture; we are here to pool our

knowledge, to give and to take, to learn and to teach.
There are no pupils, no teachers, everyone is equally
welcome to make his contribution.”

FITTING ONESELF FOR THE JOB

This theme was brieflydevelopedby the Secretary
of theAssociation, Mr.D. R. King. “Subconsciously,
if not consciously, we realize,” he said, “that to-day
almost everybody and everything in our social and
industrial economy are being fitted snugly or other-
wise into place’. The parts of a machine, he con-

tinued, were fitted into its frame; machinery was

fitted into the building; men were being fitted to

their jobs. There were two ways in which this fitting
could take place. One could be fitted into one’sjob,
or one could, by taking thought, fit oneself for the

job. The first often led to unnecessary friction, the
latter to a spirit of co-operation, self-disciplineand

higher development. It seemed strange, but true

also, that few ofus in our search for knowledge asked
ourselves what qualities were needed for this or that

job. We simply occupied the position without

realizing that we could develop latent ability and fit
ourselves to the task. That, it seemed to many of us,

was a distinguishing mark of the higher type of

manhood, That was the purpose of this Conference:
to make life and work happier, less arduous, less

wearing, less irritating, because of this capacity to

fit, rather than be fitted, to the positions we hold.
Then followed a'talk on the care and operation of

“Monotype” keyboards and casters by Mr. C. N.
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Fellows, a member of the technical staff of The

Monotype Corporation Ltd., anda representative of
the “younger generation” of expert keyboard
operators. In speaking of the necessity to plan and

systematize work so as to save needless effort, Mr.

Fellows itemized and described a number of time-
and labour-saving devices available for “Monotype”
machines: explainedthe usc of a chart for calculating
the space-allowance for initial letters; and com-

mented on the Extended Matrix-case Attachment
for catalogue work, using special layouts to include

3-line figures; layout charts for catalogue setting,
and block-mounting on quads. The address ended
with some practical remarks on the maintenance of
machines at concert pitch.

ENTHUSIASTIC DISCUSSION

The “sensation” of the evening was, however, the

general discussion which followed. By excceding
the time allotted it was possible to get in no fewer
than twenty-three instructive questions from mem-

bers of the audience and as many supplementary
queries on detail. Experts of the Monotype Cor-

poration who were present noted particularly the

eager and craftsmanly enthusiasm which underlay
the discussion and made all the new technical develop-
ments of the past two years matters of keen interest.

At last the Chairman had to break off discussions
which seemed still in full flood. Mr. P. T. Austin,
President of the Midland Alliance, proposed an

omnibus vote of thanks to Mr. Fellows for his
address, to The Monotype Corporation Ltd. for co-

operating with the effort and to the Chairman.
“This mecting,” said Mr. Austin, “has been a revela-
tion. Not only have we had a splendid address, but
the questioning and the discussion from the body of
the hall would do credit to any assembly.” Mr.

Parkes, a keyboard operator, seconded the motion.

Replying on behalf of the Monotype Corporation,
Mr. E. Quick dwelt on the significance of this
occasion in the light of his memories of the pioneer
days of “Monotype” machines, and extended the

Corporation’s welcome to a possible future Con-

ference of the same nature. Judging from the remarks
which could be heard as the audience broke up, there
should be little difficulty in making a precedent of
this hitherto unprecedented meeting on common

ground of some of the most representative masters

and skilled craftsmen of the industrial Midlands.



“QUADLINE” CHARTS

Tue old-fashioned “pica squared”’layout chart told

the designer of the page how many picas deep or

wide he had marked a “box”, or a block, or any
other interruption to his standard column. But if that
column was to be set in 10 point, he still had to

reckon how many ten-point lines deep the shape
actuallycame to. And in some cases he also wanted to

know how many ens or ems of 10 point a given space
would be “setwise.”

So naturally he began wantinga different chart for

each body size, when laying-out such things as

illustrated cataloguesand periodicals.His endeavour

was to help the keyboard operator to avoid costly
“over- running”;

;

so he began thinkingof a given
space as consisting, not ofaso many picas, but of so

many em quadsofa givenfount.
But the Operator,witha faint grin, pointedout

that since “Monotype”machines came in with the
twentieth century, ‘thephrase “em quad” no longer
necessarily means what it meant in the nineteenth

century. It is not necessarilya square (say) 12 points
wide for 12-point, or (say) one that is 10 points set-

wise if it is 10 point bodywise.
Baskerville°12 point happens to be “12-set’’. But

Poliphilus 12 point, a narrow face, is only “ro}-sct’’.
Its em, or 18-unit space, measures 10? points setwise

and all the characters and word-spacesin the fount

are in just proportion to that width. The narrower

letters are narrower by eighteenths(“units”) of the

designated“set’’—in this case 103 points.
And Rockwell, a wide face because of its great

x-height, is 124-set in 12 point. Thus a line of 20 ems

(“quads”) of 12 point Poliphilus will measure just
under 18 picas, whereas 20 ems of 12 point Rockwell

will measure nearly 21 picas.
So to-day the layout man who is dealingwith a

considerable amount of solid matter interspersed
with blocks, “panels”, “boxes” etc., has reason to

appreciate the help of a “quadlined” chart. It does

not tell him with any accuracy how many characters
or words will go in any given line—though if he

knows the particular fount well, he can learn to

“write in” the copy for narrow price-panels,captions,
etc., with remarkable accuracy. But the real reason

for such charts is that both he and the operator want

to allow whole areas—often of irregular shape—to
be filled in with low or perhapsshoulder-highquads
while tapping, thus climinating over-set and difficult
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re-justification(particularlyaround warped wooden

block-mounts).
The essential things to remember are that (a)

different founts of the same point size may have ems

(quads) of different widths; (b) that founts of
different body sizes may happen to have the same

width (though not, of course, depth) of em (cf an

II point, 10}-set and a 9 point, ro}-set); (c) that a

fount can be cast on a larger body than the matrices

designate, to obviate leading. Thus the 18-unit em

or quad of an eleven-point which happens to be

tr}-set will measure 12 points deep if the fount is

cast “on 12”’,and thus as an actual metal quad it will
have preciselythe same dimensions as the quad of an

i14-sct 12-point cast “on its own body”’.
With these facts in mind it is easy to see why we

do not attempt to print and issue layoutcharts. To

the modern mind there is nothing in between the

blank-paper-lettered-overof the normal displaylay-
out, and the chart which is precisely accurate for

whatever composition size, of whatever set, is

actually going to be used.

Every compiler of rustraTep catatocuss feels
the need of “quadline’”charts the moment he has
settled upon his chief body fount. He ought really to

order them from his printer and pay for them. But

the cost of manufacture is so slight that printers will

sometimes prefer to use such charts as Sales Aids.

Suppose a printer has acquired the Matrix-case

combination No. 2482 which enables him to set

6alphabetsof 8-point Gill Sans in with large lining
price figures without dropping those figures in by
hand. Naturally he has a definite advantage when it

comes to quoting for a cataloguein 8 point Gill Sans,
which is ideal for sales catalogues.He wants to boast

of that extra facility, call attention to it. So he sends
each of his potential customers one sheet of a

marvellously tempting layout chart. “‘A pad of such

chart”, he might say, “‘goeswith the contract—and

see what time and calculation it would save you!”’
On the other hand, a periodicaleditor may develop

a craving for layout charts of the main body fount of

his paper—say nine-on-ten Plantin 110 double-

column. Ifso, he ought to order them literally“made-

to-measure” and pay for them as a job from his

printer. In any case, the Monotype Corporation does

not intend to issue layout charts, but to indicate how
such charts might be compiled.
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EoAN APPROACH TO TYPE DESIGN

IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

So long as people care enough about words to care about the shapesthey take on printed paper,oO

so long will the subjectof Type Design be discussed. The discussions will continue to be either

mutually helpful or maddeninglyfutile, depending on whether those concerned have taken the

trouble to agree as to v

And so long as different processes, paper surfaces,

gradesof machining, etc., can so alter the appearance of

one type face as to make it look like several different

faces (some “right” and some “wrong’”’),so long will it

be reasonable to have text faces in a number of different

designs,each “right’’ for its particular set of needs.The

elementary need of the advertiser for “anything that’s

different”? may cause wrangles, but seldom furnishes

matter for serious discussion. The differences between

such faces are glaringly, tediously obvious. Good book

faces, on the other hand, have to be unnoticeablydifferent

—to the common reader; any variance of treatment to

secure this or that effect must be as subtle as the difference

between two well-trained speakers each speaking the

same King’s English. Hence such faces are worthy of

discussion—by the people who have to secure the

printed effects. What is more, book faces represent a

long-term investment to the printer. Hence serious study
of typefaces will always centre, not merely on the text

faces in general,butparticularlyon the classicsof the

book printer’s repertory. For with them one need not

waste time on elementary questions. Each of them is

admittedly legible, “readable”, suitable for some group

of purposes, and esthetically satisfactory enough to be

permanently good. What each one is goodfor provides
the topic for very fruitful arguments, in which the

printer who has chosen w isely“hasan excellent chance

of successful ly defending his own suggestion instead of

emerging’asthe owner of yet another odd size “put in

to get the order”.

Some years ago the Monotype Corporation issued a

“Type Chart” by means of which most of the important
book faces in use to-day could be compared functionally.
Thus, no space was wasted on assigning historical

“periods” to faces cut or revived for twentieth-century
use, nor to any guessworkas to the “atmosphericsuit-

ability” of a given design: instead, the comparisons
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showed (for instance) how the treatment of curves

affects the sct-width of a fount, hence its ability to

economize space or drive out the copy; how the depth
allowed to descenders and ascenders affects legibility-
for-size; how the lightnessor darkness of the face affects

its fitness to a paper surface; and how the narrowness of

italic in relation to its roman varies with different founts.

These are questions on which the most expericnced
professional typographers are glad cnough to have

documentary evidence.

And they are questions which might just as well be

put straightaway before the merest novice, if only to

make him blink and revise any idea he may have that a

repertory of modern type faces consists of many suc-

cessive attempts to create the Face Beautiful! But it is

no good inviting the novice to study the whys and

wherefores of type design until his eyes, those of the

common reader, are fitted with the mental microscopes
that make details in ten-point loom so large to the

proficient typographer.

“LETTER-CUTTING EXERCISES

Hence in the revised edition of the “Type Chart’’*

which is now being prepared for press, the beginner is

given a chance to approach the whole subject through
a series of simple exercises which bring the hand to the

rescue of the eye. The material for these exercises con-

sists of large-size alphabets of Bembo (as the original
and finest “Old Face’’)and Bodoni (as the logical con-

clusion of the Modern reconsideration which began
in 1691).These two designs,which are about as different

as any two goodbook faces can be, are over-printed with

red rules to mark all the “common lines” of the fount.

The first exercise consists of laying flimsy paper over

the large models and tracing a given character with a

* A Comparison of Type Faces. Royal quarto french-fold opening into

a broadside. To be published shortly by The Monotype Corporation.



sharp pencil, first in one fount, then in the other. Even

better than tracing would be to black out the back-

ground and “counters” (enclosedareas), working in-

wards towards the face so as to leave a neat white-on-

black Ietter; for that would recapitulate as far as possible
the actions of the punch cutter. That craftsman (or
machine) does not lay down aletter on paper as the

letterer and calligrapher do; he keeps cutting away

metal, and what he leaves at the end is the “face” of the

character, standing up in relief.

So this First Exercise can do more than merely make

“little” differences of treatment as obvious to the eyes in

ten-point as they are to the fingersin 60-point. It can also

‘remind the beginner how type-designingdiffers from

simpler and more direct kinds of Ictter-shaping. It is

essentiallydesignfor mass-production,and as such requires
deliberation, forcthought and the patience to keep on

testing, destroying and reconstructing the master-patterns
until they preciselycarry out the agreed intention.
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ABOVE: TRACING THE PROJECTED IMAGE

Great manual skill is required, and, in certain cases, critical

judgement. The prints of an ancient type may be thickened by
“ink-squeeze’’; but on this scale the image (projected by an

epidiascope or lantern) makes it possible to distinguish what is

accidental, unintentional, from what is ‘‘the design’’. This

photograph was taken in the Dark-room at the Monotype
Corporation’s Works at Redhill.

Having imitated, to some extent, the action of the

punch-cutter, the beginner may find out still more by
attempting certain alterations which are concerned,
however modestly, with principles of type design.Thus

he can make a “48 point Bembo large-face” from his

60-point models by simplycutting through the ascenders

and descenders and rejoining the strips so that they
overlap. The point at which to cut, and what to do with

the tail of the g, are problems that call for discretion and

judgement, two primary virtues in type design.A third

virtue, manual skill, is called for in the next exercise: a
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number of characters are consistentlythickened or thinned

with ink or Chinese white, and thickened or thinned

“in character”: thus the hair-lines of Bodoni need not

be fattened to make a “half-fat’’ version. And even

within the fount consistency of thickening must be

carefully watched; a d anda b that pass muster individ-
ually may still not seem to be two characters of the

same “‘half-fac’’ fount or scries.

The use of a diminishing-glasswill be as helpful in

its way in these exercises as the enlarging lunette is to

the hand punch-cutter. But it should be remembered

that 60 point is by no means to point “photographed
up’; the very experiments in reproportioning and

alteration of colour which have just been mentioned

will help one to appreciate the very subtle changes that

have to be made in order that a given design (serics)
may make as perfect an 8 point (say) as a To point.

Tracing can be an admonitory exercise, too—

especiallyif one knows something about the modern.

processes of matrix-making. Let us suppose that the

beginner has been imagining that the world was waiting
for an advertising face giving the effect of cross-hatching
or of fine white dots. It is easy enough to draw such a

face, or at least to dab in the white dots or lines with a

little Chinese white, and then hand the whole thing over

to the block-maker to be precisely reproduced. But

when the drawing of a single letter of that sort is

finished, then its designerought to trace or silhouette it

with a hard sharp pencil through flimsy paper, as

desctibed above. The attempt is now to make a white-

Here and in the adjoining column we reproduce fragments of

the ‘‘model letter’? panels which will appear in two colours

(red-ruled) on the ‘“‘TypeChart’’.

The ‘‘capital line’? of Bembo is lower than the ‘‘ascender

line’, as in most Old Face designs. Note how e, ¢, etc., have

been brought into optical alignment.

X

—Alabcdeton
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on-black letter, cross-hatched with fine white lines, or

spatteredwith small black dots. (It will be remembered

that leaving anything white, in this experiment, stands

for leaving that much on the face of the punch, and the

pencillingsrepresent metal cut away.) To get the effect

of white lines crossing, all their interstices must be care-

fully outlined as small lozenges of black and the pencil
must trace around each one carefully several times to

fill it in. The same with each little dot; each one must

be tooled out graduallyand very deliberately. Half-way
through this tedious exercise it will occur to the designer
that the gay spontaneity of his spatterings with Chinese

white has turned into something very different. He will

see why letters of that sort, though they are just as easy

for the mechanical punch-cutter as any other kind, may

take three or four times as long to cut—i.e. occupying
skilled labour and a casting machine that is needed for

a less ephemeralpurpose. Often a professionalletterer



THE “‘DEFINITIVE SHAPE” IS MADE

from the Tracing: a 9-inch Drawing is com-

pleted, approved and measured in units of

.0001” of the face of the punch.

Below: (at left) drawing of a letter of

Poliphilus, showing that the irregularity of

the ancient impression on paper was inten-

tionally copied in this exceptional case.

Middle: A rejected drawing for the italic

f of ‘‘Monotype’’ Times New Roman.

Right: The final drawing of the same.

The outlines have been re-inforced with

ink to make them more apparent in this

half-tone; actually they are drawn by pencil.

The definitive ‘‘shape’’ is cut in wax with

pantographic reduction to make the 3-inch

raised metal letter which guides the

mechanical punch-cutter.

997-49 Mh, Road
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AN APPROACH TO TYPE DESIGN

with “ideas for a type face” has to be reminded that

there are such things as block-makers’ effects and litho-

graphers’effects as well as effects proper to type-cutting.
The exercises can stop whenever the novice finds that

- he is able to perceive differences in shape, proportion,
weight, ctc., between one design and another. Or they
can continue until the experimenter feels so sure that he

understands the “intention” of each fount, and so trusts

his newly confident fingers to give coherent and con-

sistent shape to some similar intention, that he could

be said to have taken the first step towards becoming
a real typographer in the only trustworthy sense of

that word.

Times have changed since Fournier, in his pride of

skill, refused the title of “typographer” to anyone who

had not won it in a successful single-handed battle

against every technical problem involved in the whole

art of typography. Before that whole art can show a

single finished result, somebody has to make metal

replica-letterscalled printing types; before they can be

made, somebody has to give final shape to the metal

letters of which printing types are replicas (so far as the

“business end” is concerned). Before that shape can be

called final, somebody, generally some group ofpeople,
has to be absolutelyclear about the intention with which

the letters are to be cut; for the phrase “a design’,
whether it applies to a mental plan of action or a visible

construction, always refers to an intention which has to

some extent “taken shape”. To-day, all the technical

processes by which a metal-cutter translated “the in-

tention” by hand into actual-size steel letters, have been

turned into mechanical processes involving no exercise

of critical judgement whatever.

A typographer is one who would be able (given the

occasion and the capital) to direct this entire chain of

operations—not necessarilyshowing a machine-operator
how to work his machine, indeed never using his hands

as long as he can trust a specialistcraftsman, but certainly
controlling (“taking the blame for’) every successive

move towards the final printed effect. The occasion does

sometimes arise; new projects for a newspaper, or a

system of time-tables, or a series of books, etc., may be

such that no existing type design exactly “fits” the new

set of intentions. In such cases the need is for a genuine
typographer: one who can first of all visualize the best

ultimate effect (printed pages “fitted” to a recognized
need), and then can deduce and show what shape of

letter is required; and then can see to it that the right

intention takes the preciselyright set of shapes,without

waste of time and effort.

While preparing himself for that supreme test, the

typographer may occupy himself with “layout work’’,

designatingexisting designsof type because they have

anticipatedhis own (and his customer’s) intention. But,
if only to eliminate sentimentality and second-hand

thinking from his attitude to those existing designs,he

must know how they took shape, and what intentions

brought them into being.
He should realize for example that no change what-

ever is supposed to take place in the design of a fount

during any technical operation connected with punch-
cutting or matrix-making. Several modern designssuch

as Perpetua and Centaur (and of course all “pre-1885”
designs) have at one stage passed under the hands of a

manual punch-cutter. But in every case the modern

method is to bring together some set of model letters,
whether original drawings, or the prints-on-paper of a

lost fount which happens to embody some present-day
intention, or an actual set of steel punches or printing
types. Those designs are then translated into working
drawings on a scale large enough to permit of measure-

ments in units of coor”. This is done by first making a

projection of each model letter 9 inches high on a screen,

and very carefully tracing that image. The measured

drawing is made from the tracing. The shape of the

punch literally cannot vary, except in scale, from the

shape of the measured drawing, which in turn must

not vary from the shape of the model, except insofar as

the designer has deliberately or accidentally left room

for interpretation.
A trial castingofactual type is made. This may cause

modification of the “definitive shapes’, in which case

drawing, punch, matrix and type are all condemned

and the whole chain of operations starts afresh—as often

as is necessary before the final trial casting shows that in

every respect the ruling intention has been achieved.

And no trial casting can show that until it has shown.

how the whole set of letters called a fount combines and

re-combines into words—and how well the “shape”and

proportions of those letters have been planned for the

intended size.

And each additional size cut must be similarly tested,
to make sure that subtle re-proportionments (calling for

new tracings, new drawings, etc.) have done equal
justice to the Ruling Intention which put all these

operations in train. PB



SIMPLIFIED TYPE CALCULATIONS

A NEW “ALL-AT-A-GLANCE” METHOD

Ture are many rules and principlesof adver-

tising layout, some of which can be gailyignored
in order to “do something different”. But one

simple fact has to be remembered before any-

thing else. A given area cannot be made to con-

tain more than a given number of words in a

given size and face of type. And it is nothing
short of astonishing that in these days of “type-
conscious” advertisers the printer should still be

wasting so much time explaining to apparently
intelligent customers that his types are not made

of rubber; that the specificationcalls for 12 point,
but the copy calls for 6 point; that an “area” in

Fournier cannot be resct line for line in Rockwell

in the same size; and other facts which a typo-

grapher ought to have learned in the nursery

before he ever handled a straight-edge and pencil.

THE WILSON CHARTS

It is not as if there were any excuse nowadays
for miscalculatingthe available amount of copy

for the given space—or the size in which the

given copy would go in a given space. True, the

copywriter who thinks like a literary man and

the layout artist who thinks like an “artist” may

recoil nervously from a lecture on the principles
of copy calculation. But nowadays the printer is

very likely to urge his customer to invest half-a-
crown in the Wilson Casting-offTables,* which

need only a glance at the index and a moment’s

search of the big table to tell one the number of

average-width characters that will go in any

measure from § to 60 ems, in any composition
size of any “Monotype” face.

* A System for Casting-off Copy for Composition on “Monotype”
Machines. Devised and compiledby G. F. Wilson. Published by The

Monotype Corporation Limited, London, 1938. 2s. 6d. (2nd ed.)
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Some printers, however, would rather have an

“all-at-a-glance”chart to whip out in the cus-

tomer’s face the moment that a “rubber type”
dispute threatens. To their aid has come Mr.

Ronald Goodsman, with a set of three charts

giving approximate calculations for narrow-set,

medium-set and wide-set types respectively.We

print one of them on the opposite page, and

copies of the other two are available to any

readers of The Monotype Recorder who desire to

have the set. This is not a chart for calculating
extensive copy with the precision which the book

ptinter needs; it is chieflya means of tactfully and

instantly warning advertisers as to what their

copy will “come to” in arca (given the size of

type) or in size of type (given the area).

HOW TO USE THE CHART

Mr. Goodsman’s directions as to how the chart

should be used are appended thereto. In cases

where the measure is constant throughout, it is

Mr. Goodsman’s practice to determine the total

type depth and to obtain the number of lines

required from this figure. The number of char-

acters per line is then found from the chart, the

typewriter is set to the same amount, and the

required number of lines typed to fill the area.

The chart can also be used to determine the

size of type requiredwhen the total area and the

number of words is known or to determine the

measure when the number of words and the

depth is known.

If 140 words are to be set in ro-point to a depth
of 24 inches, 20 lines of seven words (or 42 char-

acters) per line are required. The chart shows

that, as the 42-line, opposite 10, is above the

14-picavertical, that the measure will be 14 picas.
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PREPARING A RAILWAY TIME-TABLE

By EDWIN ROBINSON

formerlyassistant to AdvertisingManager, London & North Eastern Railway

Wuen, in 1929, the L.N.E.R. first decided to cx-

periment with Gill Sans type, a try-out with news-

paper advertisements was decided upon, which was

so successful that this face was adopted as the standard

for all their Press announcements. Its extension to

printed matter was the next step, but this could only
be taken as and when the contracts with some ninety
different printers throughout the country expired,
which meant that two or three years clapsedbefore

this stage of type standardization could be completed.
There was still, however, the company’s main

time-table, known to railwaymen as the “big book’,
to be brought into the scheme. This publicationwas

printedunder a separate contract which had a longer
period to run than those for the handbills, pamphlets,
posters, etc., and it was not until the Spring of 1936

that the road was clear for this, the largest step of all,
to be taken.

The “big book” had to be issued three times a

year: the number of pages varying from 496 to 516,

according to the issue.

It will be appreciatedthat, as the majority of the

matter consists of figures, particular attention had to

be given to this portion of the type face, and in this

respect Gill Sans was found to give the necessary

clarity, readablencss and distinctiveness. For instance,

there must be no risk of the 3 being mistaken for a 5

or a broken 8. Another point requiring careful

attention was the necessity for a sharp distinction

between the roman and italic figures as the latter are

employed to indicate the trains which do not run

every weekday, e.g. “Saturdays excepted”, or only
during a portion of the period covered by the par-
ticular issue of the time-table. In this respect, also,
Gill Sans was found fully to mect requirements.

The Monotype Corporation having, in their

wisdom and doubtless for very good reasons, thought
well to produce matrices of Gill Sans in alternative

designs,both for letters and figures, it was necessary

to prepare and issue to the contract printers sheets

showing the letter and figure designswhich alone it

was required should be employed.These sheets were

headed “L.N.E.R. ‘Monotype’ Gill Sans-serif’, thus

24

happily linking together the designer, type-cutter
and user (seeInset).

‘

At this time Gill Sans type was not available smaller

than 6 point, whereas portionsofthe “big book” and

the whole of certain other time-tables had to be set in

5 point, so the Corporation soon producedmatrices

in 5 point for a 54-point body, thus providing a space

between the lines so as to throw up the figures and

letters without leading.
The plan ofcampaign: An important factor for cn-

suring publication by a specifieddate of this, the

principal publication of a railway company, is the

drawing-up of a schedule of dates for the various

stages of the work (seefig.opposite).Not only is every

District Traffic Officer of the “home” copy con-

cerned in this matter but, as the services of other

railway companies are shown in the book, the

officials of the latter must be asked to work to this

schedule, just as the “home” company is prepared to

render similar assistance in the case of the “foreign”
companies’time-tables. The printers are also required
to adhere strictly to the limited periodsallocated for

their various processes, so that when the “zero hour”

is reached, the time-table may be available for issue

to what it is hoped will be an cagerly-awaited
travelling public.

Preparing the “copy’’:Specimen. pages having been

set in the selected type-face and after careful scrutiny

approved,the printers were now in a position to deal
with the “copy” for the first issue in its new dress.

As the publication, although requiring to be com-

pletely re-sct, was based upon a book which had

alrcady been issued for several years, manuscript copy

was not needed and the previous issue, amended in

accordance with the alterations in the train services

already decided upon, was supplied a few months

earlier than usual on account of the large amount of

type-setting involved.

It will be recognisedthat, owing to the extra trains

for holiday traffic coming into service with the Spring
and Summer issues of the time-table, those drafts

contain a larger number of additional timings than in

the case of the Winter issue. These are inserted on
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PREPARING A RAILWAY TIME-TABLE

L.N.E.R. ALL-LINE PUBLIC TIME TABLE:

PRINTING SCHEDULE FOR 1938

SPRING SUMMER | WINTER

ACTION 2nd May to3rd| 4th July to | 26chSept.,1938
July, 1938 | 25th Sept.,1938|to 7th May,1939

Alterations requiring
the consent of other

Co.’s to be agreed by.. | Ist Nov. 1937] Ist Feb. Ist July
Complete details of re-

vised service for Time

Table compilation to

be available by 24th Nov. 1937| 26th Feb. Ist July
PROOF BOOK

Draft matter to com-

mence passing to Printer

on 9th Dec. 1937 | 14th March 7th July
Last copy to be in the

Printer’s hands by..... | lch Dec. 1937] 19th March 14th July
|

Complete Books to be
|

delivered by.....---.- Ist Jan. Isc April | 25thJuly
FOREIGN COMPANIES AND DISTRICT EXTRACTS

To be despatched by... IstJan. Ist April 25thJuly
Due back from Districts

DYec eeeseeeeeeeeneees 8th Jan. 8th April 30th July

Due back from other
Co.'s byseeeeeeee evens |

leh Jan. 15th April 6th Aug.

FINAL PROOF BOOK

Draft matter to com- | |

mence passing to Printer

on.. 24thJan. 7
=

Last copy to be in the
Printer’s hands by..... | 29thJan. =

=

Complete Books to be
delivered by... 4th Feb. =

|

a

PUBLISHERS’ PROOF

Draft «matter to. com-

mence passing to Printer

On. cl euvetses

= Ith April 30th July

Last copy to be in the

Printer's hands by..... me 23rd April 6th Aug.

Complete Books to be

delivered or despatched
to publishers on....... (See below) 9th May 20th Aug.

DISTRICT EXTRACTS

To be despatched on... | IdthFeb. | 9th May 20th Aug.

Due back by... 0.000. 2iseFeb. |
14th May 27th Aug.

SALES AND GRATUITOUS ISSUE

Cover, Front Inset, Art | |

Run, ‘Omnibus Inset,
Maps and any other

matter for inclusion in
|

Book to be revised and

proofed as early as

possible and be in the
Printer’s hands for press

byl contnsmmmerenenedd 24th Feb. léth May 30th Aug.

All_pages to be passed
to Printer for press on. | 24th Feb. 16th May 30th Aug.

First 1,000 copies of
Book to be delivered by | Ist March 20th May Sth Sept.

Complete delivery of
whole supply to be

effected by.........+- 7th March* | 26th May [2th Sept.

*Spring supply to include 1,300 Publisher's copies—
to be despatched on 7th March

Schedule showingdates for the various stages in the pro-

duction ofL.N.E.R. All-line Time-Table.

the appropriate pages of the previous issue (on a

specialcopy pulled “one side only’’) either by pen
or by pasting column cuttings from the correspond-
ing issue of the previous year. For this purpose it is

the practice, in the case of the main line or other

“busy” pages, to leave a certain number of blank

columns in the Winter issue, so as to reduce, as far as

possible, carry-overs from one page to another.

Where the figures in an existing column require to

be altered, the amendment is made on the top of the

printed figure.
A specimen draft page as sent to the printer for

“first proof” is shown on the reverse of the Inset

sheet.

Setting thefirst issue in Gill Sans: Immediately the

successful tenderers (Messrs. Harrison & Sons Ltd.)
were advised that they had secured the contract for

printing this time-table in Gill Sans throughout,
arrangements were taken in hand for preparing the

necdful material for this big job. First type moulds

were prepared to ensure uniformity of height of the

type to paper, drawings of the specialleaders with

lines and arrow heads were made, photographically
reduced to the required sizes, and from these the

Monotype Corporation were to cut the necessary

matrices.

Meantime experiments were made with the con-

stituents of the type metal so as to ensure a type
which would stand up to the hard work required of

it, i.e. two printing impressions (first proofing, 175

copies, and publishers’proof, 1,250 copies), and once

moulding three times annually for a five years’
period. In all six tons of metal was made for the first

issue.

On receipt of the draft copy, four “Monotype”
keyboards and two casting machines were set apart
for producing the necessary type and these were run

day and night for about six wecks.

For each train service page the following settings
were necessary

:—

Headings in 8 and 12 point.
“Local services table numbers” column and

stations.

Terminal Stations, 8-point caps. on 6-point body
(insertedby hand).

Train times in two scctions.

Notes at foot.

The “Bus” sign in station column. was specially
designed, a matrix direct-engraved, types cast and

inserted by hand.
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THE MONOTYPE RECORDER

The vertical and first and second column rules, in-

cluding those for the page border, were made of

brass, whilst all other rules were cast to the required
column width and inserted by hand. The “arrows”
down the columns mentioned under “Standard-

isation of notes” were introduced at the change to

Gill Sans and were specially cast with leaders on

6-point body, the join of each being almost im-

perceptible.
The index pages were set in a $-point face on a

s$-point body.
As the first rough-proof pages were ready they

were read over with extra care by readers specially
trained in time-table work and were given a second

read-over before the first completeproofs were sent

to the railway company.
It was found advisable, as a result of previous ex-

perience, to provide two settings for certain pages
which were subject to heavy alterations in the

Summer issue—one setting for Winter and Spring,
and one for the Summer issue.

The first proof:This is pulled in green ink (selected
because of its kindness to the eyes) on one side of

white paper of a non-absorbent nature, suitable for

carrying corrections by pen. These proofs are cir-

culated to somethinglike 60 officials of the L.N.E.R.

and other railway companies for checking so far as

their particular interests are concerned and for return

with any necessary corrections to the central time-

table office. Here all the alterations are collated in

one copy for the printers, violet ink being used as a

contrast to the green ink on the proofs and fine-

pointed pens employed.
Standardisation of “Notes”: The well-known joke

regarding the intending traveller who missed his

train through overlooking an insignificant although
important letter indicating that that particular train

would not run on the day he wished to travel by it,
has to be borne in mind. To assist in reducing the

number of such unfortunate cases, the notes through-
out the L.N.E.R. time-table are, so far as is practic-
able, standardised so that “‘S.O.” always means

“Saturdays only’, “X’’ means “one class only”’,etc.

Another method of assisting the inexperienced time-

table user, one which is employed only in this

Company’stime-table, is the insertion of an “arrow”

down the column of each express train opposite all

the stations through which the train runs without

stopping. It is thus possible to trace the journey of

the train without risk of confusion with the times
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indicatingbranch-line trains which connect with the

express, the stations for the former being indented

in relation to the main line stations. A glance at the

draft page of copy reproduced (on the Inset) will

make this quite clear.

The “Publishers’ Prooy”’:After the corrections in the

first proof have been carried out, another proof is

pulled which is called the “‘publishers’”proof and a

copy of this is sent to the publisherof every privately
produced time-table in the country which contains

any portion of the L.N.E.R. train services. This in-

cludes publications ranging from “Bradshaw” to

parish magazines containing the local services affect-

ing village stations. In addition, a further check is

made by the officials to whom the first proof was

circulated, and the consequent amendments are em-

bodied in a copy for press. These alterations are also

circulated to the publishers previously mentioned in

the form of a “publishers’notice”, which is also

issued about a fortnight before the beginning of each

succeedingmonth, containing subsequent alterations

in the services, so that the private time-table guides,
which are generally issued monthly, may be kept
up-to-date.

Going to press: The amended pages of the “pub-
lishers’ proof” are now passed to press in signatures
of 16 or 32 pages at a time and the carrying out of

the corrections is checked over by a time-table clerk
and the O.K. given for printing as cach signature is

ready. A stereo of cach forme is cast and ‘this section

is then ready for the machine. Rotary machines are

employed which print 16,000 signatures of 16 pages

per hour. Collation, wire stabbing (4 times),
wrapping and trimming then follow in accordance

with the usual practice familiar to most readers of

this publication.
Auxiliary publications: Concurrently with the

preparation of the first draft of the “big book” the

auxiliary time-table publications are taken in hand.

First, 78 sheet time-tables (for posting at the stations)
are tackled, much in the same way as the book,
followed by a large number of “Area” and “District”

pocket time-tables, holiday and other express train

service posters, hanging cards, ctc., and it will be

appreciated that even the specially augmented staff

of expert time-table clerks, to say nothing of the

printers, are “‘at it hammer and tongs” until the last

of these has been passedfor press in sufficient time to

ensure the whole being printed and distributed well

before the commencing date of the new service.



TECHNICAL QUERIES
ANSWERED BY R.C. ELLIOTT

Q.—What is the best method of finding the

justification figures when the line finishes in

advance of the 4-em mark on the em scale of the

keyboard?

A.—Alwaysadd one unit to the shortage indicated by
the em pointer and vernier, because the justificationof

lines, by means of the justifying scale automatically
coming into operation, commences at 71 units from

the end of a line. Lines containing ‘more than four or

five justifying spaces (according to the set) may be

justified, if necessary, before this point is reached.

To do this note how many units that the em rack

pointer has stopped in advance of 71 units from zero.

Note the justification numbers at 71 units in the row

indicated by the space pointer, and then trace to the

left of the “constant” in that row to where the lower

number is the same as the lower at 71 units (this square
we will term A). Then find the square to the left of

this equivalent to the number of units that the line is

short of 71 units (this square we will term B). The

lower number of this square (B) is the lower number

required for the justification. For the upper number

required subtract the upper number (A) from upper
number (B), and add the difference to the upper
number at 71 units.

For example:A line of 8$-set containing 8 spaces is

terminated at 17 units from 71 units: find the justifica-
tion. At 71 units the justification is 9-8. At 7 units in

the 8th space line the justification is (A) 2-8, and 17

units to the left of this the justification is (B) 4-6. The

lower number of the requiredjustification is therefore

6. The difference between the upper numbers A and B

is 2, and this added to the upper number of 9-8 at

71 units, gives the justification as 11-6.

Another method (for this example) would be to

subtract the “constant” (1-12) from the r7th unit

justification in the 8th space line (3-10).The difference

(1-13) should be added to the 7ist unit justification
(9-8), giving 11-6.
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Q.—Can you give me any general directions as

to the division of words in Greek composition?

A.—Divide between two vowels unless the second is

an iota (1)or an upsilon(u)forming a diphthong; divide

between a pair of consonants—such as pi (7) or

lambda (A)—whenduplicated;divide when the first of

two or more consonants is a liquid (lambda,A) or a

nasal (gammay); divide after a hard mute followed by
its corresponding aspirate: (kappa, K, combined with

chi, YX;tau, T, combined with theta, 8; pi, 1, combined

with phi, @);divide after any of the following: lambda

(A), mu (u), nv (v), or rho (p), when followed by
another consonant, and after Trpos or €1s.

Q.—When draw rods are properly adjusted and

the timing of the centring pin is correct for one

matrix-case, can it be taken for granted that

further adjustment is unnecessary when a dif-

ferent matrix-case is used?

A.—If the substituted matrix-case contains matrices

with the same side wall on the crossblock side there is

no need to make any further adjustment of the draw

rods, as standard matrix-cases are interchangeablein

every respect. Composition matrices of 11-point and

downwards have a standard side wall of -035”; but

12-point founts have a side wall of -025”, necessitating
an alteration in the adjustment of the rear draw rod.

The matrix-cases for the Extended Matrix-Case

Attachment are not interchangeable, without adjust-
ment, with standard matrix-cases. When changing to

this attachment both draw rods must be readjusted.

Q.—Can you suggest a method of securing a

reliable routine and record of output from our

“Monotype” machines?

A.—We are content to quote from an address, pub-
lished in a previous issue of this journal, by C. E. Batey
of the Oxford University Press, on the organisation of
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a “Monotype” machine department: We begin with

the operator, who completes the spool label H which

identifics the job and gives details for casting. The

caster attendant, after casting, passes the spool and the

galley to the proof-puller. The proof-puller has an

electro which he placeson the galleywith the type so

that when the proof is taken there is provision for

certain detailed information. At the end of the day
these proofs are gathered together and are handed to

the costing department.
Meanwhile the operator and caster attendant have

completed their daily dockets which are also delivered
to the costing department. These dockets carry two

additional columns which have been left blank: they
have no printed headingsbut are for the recording of

the output against the time spent on the work. Each

galley is cast off and the result entered in the column.

This is actual output, but if the copy presents unusual

difficulty,an extra credit is allowed for this and gives a

figure known as the “‘credited output”. These figures

are entered daily on speciallyruled sheets to show both
individual output and departmental output; weekly,
monthly, quarterly,and yearlyaggregates and averages
are then worked out and summaries made.

Q.—I am not good at figures, but would you tell

me how to subtract, for example, 3-8 from 8-3?

A.—Convert 8-3 to 7-18 by borrowing 1 from the

upper number and adding 15 to the lower, so that the

example becomes 7-18 minus 3-8, giving 4-10.

Q.—Whiat is the best method of setting headings
in 10-point with an 8-point text using the auto-

matic leading attachment? Would you employ
the unit-adding attachment or is the standard

letter-spacing method quite as efficient?

A.—Applythe unit-adding attachment, and find suit-

able positions in the matrix-case according to the

equivalentunit values of the small set.

A LETTER OF INTEREST TO

THE ENTHUSIAST

To the Editor, Taz Monoryer RECORDER

Sir: It has often occurred to me that, in this country alone, there

must be a vast number of men operating “Monotype” keyboards
and casters, all working and thinking under similar conditions.

These men, the majority of whom are ofa fairly high standard

of intellect, engaged in their respective jobs day after day through-
out the year, must have many interests in common, and must

come across many experienceswhich, if they could be circularized,
would prove very helpful to other operators.

Under these circumstances, could not some Club or Association

be formed with the main purpose of promoting an exchange of

ideas and experiences between “Monotype” machine operators

throughout the world?

Iam sure there would be great scope for such an association,
and that it would be the outlet for much helpfulcriticism and the

means of broadcasting to all concerned the thousand and one

little discoveries that are continually being made by operators,

which, together,do so much to lighten the work and at the same

time to advance the capabilitiesof the machine.

In large towns the membership of such a group would probably

be of such proportions as to enable meetings and discussions to

be held, and at the same time interesting lectures on the machine

and the operation of latest inventions could be given, thereby
enabling operators to keep an up-to-date knowledge of all the

working principles.
Then again, at holiday time, there is always a great demand

for operators, often for more than the Corporation can. supply
Here again the local club would be able to keep in touch with

any operator in the district who might be temporarily unemployed
and would welcome the opportunity of doing a weck’s “locum”

in the district.

The association I have in mind would interest itself solely with

the technical and social life of its members, leaving the more

political and economic aspects to those bodies better equipped to

deal with such matters. By giving it some such name as THE

UNIT CLUB, members and corepontinsmembers would

make this point clear.

Yours faithfully,

“Jesmond”,Dunchurch Road, W. H. CRANE

Overslade, Rughy
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